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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

MEMORANDUM

DATE: Yanuary 23. 1984

TO: Files

FROM: C. sastre

SUBJECT: Review of Draft "Fault Trees Depicting Failure of High-Level
Radioactive Taste Packages.

This draft being reviewed was produced by The Aerospace Corp. for NRC as

part of a broader task of assessment of DOE waste package designs, and repre-

sents first version to focus discussion, and a starting point for further

development.

0eneral Obsgrvations

The draft report discusses fault tree and event tree methodologies in a

clear and concise manner, and proceeds to apply t to packages for glass and

spent fuel. The construction of the trees was found to be consistent. Not

every branch was reviewed, but the subset that was reviewed was correct.

There is, however, a fundamental problem that needs to be recognized. It is

the applicability of fault and event tree methodology to the performance

assessment of high level waste repositories.

A fault tree s a logical model which rpresents relations between state-

ments or logical variables which can take two values: "TRUE" or "FALSE".

It is equivalent to a function in symbolic logic and there is a one to one

correspondence between t two, hence the Boolean representation of the tree.

The logical model was successfully used to analyze digital circuitry and

the gte concept came into broad use. In electrcnic logic, there are at least

two things that match the logical model closely. Great pains are taken to de-

sign components o that the 'on" and "off", or "TRUE" and "FALSE",

states are unambiguous, and the interaction paths are mostly unidirectional

and very well defined.
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The logical model has been tsed successfully to analyze failure of sys-

tems where factures of components are clean breaks and occurrence of failures

is mostly due to independent causes, such as relays failing to close, capaci-

tors shorting or diesel generators failing to start.

There may be in the repository some events which are well represented by

two-value logic. For example, it would appear as if some forms of corrosion

may be treated as abrupt in the time scale of the life of the repository.

However, there seems to be a large number of processes results that pose some

danger but do not lead to a clear-cut categorization Into failed and not

failed. The first temptation for these processes or events that need to be

described by a continuous variable is to digitize them by the equivalent of a

SCEHMTT TRIGGER, in other words, to define a level of the variable which

changes the outcome from success to failure. The problem with this approach

is that it saves the fault tree concept but makes t a poor representation of

reality. For example, consider the events "Dogradation duo to Mechanical

Effects" and "Dogradation due to Handling Abues'" (in Figure A-7). The

trigger level for each would have to be changed according to the value (in a

continuous scale) of the other, since a mild non-fatal degradation due to hand-

llS, combined with a ild non-fatal bad weld may lead to fallure. If we now

start adding to the tree analog lines carrying continuous information to set

the triggers, we don't have a fault tree any more. Another approach would be

to replace the top "OR'" gate with an analog samer driving a Schmitt Trigger

but that would make most of the tree an analog model. In this case, the lines

would not carry "TRUE0/"'FALSE' Information but such things as temperature.

thicknesses, maximum stress and really become BUSES and we are left with some-

thing close to a block diagram for a computer model.

The problem s that the waste package is not a collection of Independent

"'two-state'' units, and the old does not fit the issue in hand.

There Is, however, value In the use of a tree like structure to systema-

tize the broad relations between effects. It provides a frame to organize the

issues showing the broad relationships and perhaps more importantly it

suggests areas where new relationships may be found, n the way the periodic

table of the elements had a suggestive function before it was understood.
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To avoid confusion, it would perhaps be useful to soften the use of hard

concepts from fault tree theory such as gates and events, and stress the use

of the trees to represent non-rigorously the main aspects of the topology of

the problem, in other words, to read more as a road map to the problem than a

mathematical statement about combination of probabilities. Otherwise the

reader will read the report, see the fault tree diagrams and believe what the

diagram would say f the gates were really ates.

Soeeific Observations

With the reservation that most events n the trees are not well defined

and probably can never be unambiguously defined, the trees do incorporate by

reference all of the commonly accepted mechanisms of transport of fission pro-

ducts and degradation of the barriers. The trees-also appear to include the.

most direct iteractions between " events.'"

In the issue of quantification In the sense of assigning conditional

probabilities to events, this reviewer urges uttermost caution. Problems ap-

pear in several places when one attempts to put numbers n some events. For

example in Figures A-13, radiation does do some damage albeit insignificant to

stainless steel, and the canister is under some stress, but if we put a one

for the probability of each we get one for the main event. This comes from

the fact that we need to specify the trigger level, and there is probably no

unique value for any triggcr level.

ConclusotRs

The fault trees have been professionally constructed and are quite com-

plete. Consideration should be given to the alternative of calling them some-

thing other than fault trees. An attempt should b made to "quantify" a

small portion of the tree, without assuming -priori that it can be quanti-

fied, to determine the feasibility of the quantification and usefulness of the

result.
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